E52 Sliding System with Thermal Break
OPTION FOR DOUBLE AND TRIPLE RAILING AND THEIR COMBINATIONS

FEATURES

- Patented inox railings - for smooth and silent movement of the sash
- Universal accessories for E19 and E52 system
- Custom designed and licensed by ift Rosenheim roller with a guarantee of 25,000 cycles
- Wide drainage holes for optimum draining

U\(w= 1.68 \text{ W/m}^2\text{K}\)

Custom designed rails with curved walls to ensure better water and air tightness

Maximum load of the sliding sash - 200 kg
E52
SLIDING SYSTEM
WITH THERMAL BREAK

DESIGN
SASHES WITH GLAZING, WITH INSECT SCREENS AND SUN SHADING LAMELLAS

MULTIPLE CORNER JOINTS
WITH PVC COVER FOR IMPROVED THERMAL INSULATION

DETAILS

Smooth and light movement of the sliding frames, featuring lift and slide groove. Custom designed connecting profiles between casements. Aluminium hardware and PVC hardware with multiple locks.

PVC insulators between rails

Combination of brushes with polyethilene parts against deformation after watting

Air permeability - class 3

Watertightness - class 2A

Resistance to wind load - class C4, by EKANAL

Sound insulation - Rw=36dB